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Petit D�jeuner � Paris

2020-06-06

jacqueline an american divorc�e is going to paris for the first time in her life in this magical city she will discover many
surprises including about herself with this fun novel written in easy french we visit the city of lights with jacqueline it s a
fantastic way to learn new vocabulary and to travel to paris reading a book in french can be difficult even for advanced
learners french novels are usually full of idiomatic expressions they use complicated tenses complex sentence structures
and often slang this book written in easy french is recommended for french learners with a basic understanding of french at
a pre intermediate level and above the book is divided into two sections section 1 has the story written completely in
french and includes vocabulary and grammar exercises section 2 contains the complete translation in english and answers
to all the exercises so that readers can check their comprehension

Trauma, Posttraumatic Growth, and World Literature

2022-05-01

pandemics global climate chaos worldwide migration crises these phenomena are provoking traumatic experiences in
unprecedented ways and numbers this book is targeted for clinicians scientists cultural theorists and other scholars and
students of trauma studies interested in cultivating interdisciplinary understandings of trauma and posttraumatic
conditions especially resistance resilience and posttraumatic growth following clinicians invitation for trauma
survivors to wear a philosopher s hat to engage in creative activities and to employ cognitive exercises to combat
psychic constriction i introduce the concept of a literary arts praxis the praxis is built on clinical research and
literature seeped in existential phenomenological and aesthetic themes i argue that an educational training in a praxis might
help trauma survivors to get at trauma as they engage in imaginative escapades while forging alliances with characters
interpretative exercises such as triggering emotions through phenomenological experiences and creative writing endeavors
that include turning testimonies into imaginative stories

God and the Little Grey Cells

2024-05-16

dan w clanton jr examines the presence and use of religion and bible in agatha christie s hercule poirot novels and stories
and their later interpretations clanton begins by situating christie in her literary historical and religious contexts by
discussing golden age crime fiction and christianity in england in the late 19th early 20th centuries he then explores the
ways in which bible is used in christie s poirot novels as well as how christie constructs a religious identity for her little
belgian sleuth clanton concludes by asking how non majority religious cultures are treated in the poirot canon including a
heterodox christian movement spiritualism judaism and islam throughout clanton acknowledges that many people do not
encounter poirot in his original literary contexts that is far more people have been exposed to poirot via mediated
renderings and interpretations of the stories and novels in various other genres including radio films and tv as such the
book engages the reception of the stories in these various genres since the process of adapting the original narrative plots
involves at times meaningful changes capitalizing on the immense and enduring popularity of poirot across multiple genres
and the absence of research on the role of religion and bible in those stories this book is a necessary contribution to the
field of christie studies and will be welcomed by her fans as well as scholars of religion popular culture literature and
media

Lust for Love

2018-04-24

an unlikely pair of voices the world s most recognizable beauty icon and america s rabbi comes together to diagnose how
meaningful passionate sex is on the decline in western culture and what is necessary to save it sex is dying in america
inundated with sex and starved for it obsessed with it yet clueless about it we are slowly forgetting how to make love
the crisis of modern sexuality is seen in high divorce rates in the degradation of sexuality through pornography and
tasteless displays of empty counterfeit erotica most of all it s seen in sexless marriages and platonic relationships where
cybersex has become more addictive than the real thing sex has become so trivialized coarsened and vulgarized that couples
no longer feel its pull the once powerful and irresistible magnetism of sex is being diluted and drained the authors propose
replacing the 1960s sexual revolution with a new sensual revolution a rediscovery of intimacy that encourages and
ennobles human relationships elevates healthy lust and gets us from looking up from the glowing screens of our
smartphones to the people around us most especially the people we love the most lust for love embraces the idea that
what our most important relationships need most is lust it is necessary to rediscover what s sexy again how to bring
back romance and to understand that in addition to love we need lust to repair our unfulfilling sex lives and broken
relationships lust for love proposes a return to what lovemaking was always meant to be a desire to know and
experience another person in the deepest possible way



Towards Sherlock Holmes

2017-01-26

crime fiction a product of the burgeoning metropolis of the 19th century features specialists who identify criminals to
protect an anxious citizenry before detectives came to play the central role the protagonists tended to be lawyers or
other professionals major english writers like gaskell dickens and collins contributed to the genre fergus hume s the
mystery of a hansom cab was a best seller in 1887 and american and french authors created new forms this book explores
thematic aspects of 19th century crime fiction s complex history including various social and gender roles between
different time periods and settings and the imperial elements that made sherlock holmes seem dynamically contemporary
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Irish Crime Fiction

2018-04-19

this book examines the recent expansion of ireland s literary tradition to include home grown crime fiction it surveys the
wave of books that use genre structures to explore specifically irish issues such as the troubles and the rise and fall of
the celtic tiger as well as irish experiences of human trafficking the supernatural abortion and civic corruption these
novels are as likely to address the national regulation of sexuality through institutions like the magdalen laundries as
they are to follow serial killers through the american south or to trace international corporate conspiracies this study
includes chapters on northern irish crime fiction novels set in the republic women protagonists and transnational themes
and discusses irish authors adaptations of a well loved genre and their effect on assumptions about the nature of irish
literature it is a book for readers of crime fiction and irish literature alike illuminating the fertile intersections of the two

The Power of Glamour

2013-11-05

an exploration of glamour a potent cultural force that influences where people choose to live which careers to pursue
where to invest and how to vote offers empowerment to be smarter about engaging with the world

Family and Jihadism

2021-12-28

this volume explores the paramount importance of family to jihadism in france spain and in europe more generally in france
special focus is given to the mohammed merah paradigmatic case study in the toulouse region in spain attention is given to
the north and to catalonia with attention to both the concrete family often in crisis and the imaginary family invented by
radicalized youth to substitute this book shows the fundamental need among many jihadists to reconstitute the family
whether in the form of a clan or the imagined caliphate or neo ummah a form of shared existence that offers escape from
societies in which jihadists feel ill at ease demonstrating the failure of an emphasis on the individual actor to capture the
meaning of jihadism family and jihadism reveals the fundamental importance to our understanding of jihadist activity of the
family in an extended anthropological sense real or imagined into which the individual is inserted a study of the crisis of
family and the re creation of a new enlarged family in the lives of young jihadists this book will appeal to scholars of
sociology anthropology politics and security studies with interests in radicalisation political violence social
movements and religious violence



Destination Casablanca

2017-10-10

this rollicking and panoramic history of casablanca during the second world war sheds light on the city as a key hub for
european and american powers and a place where spies soldiers and political agents exchanged secrets and vied for control
in november 1942 as a part of operation torch 33 000 american soldiers sailed undetected across the atlantic and
stormed the beaches of french morocco seventy four hours later the americans controlled the country and one of the
most valuable wartime ports casablanca in the years preceding casablanca had evolved from an exotic travel destination
to a key military target after france s surrender to germany jewish refugees from europe poured in hoping to obtain visas
and passage to the united states and beyond nazi agents and collaborators infiltrated the city in search of power and
loyalty the resistance was not far behind as shopkeepers celebrities former french foreign legionnaires and disgruntled
bureaucrats formed a network of allied spies but once in american hands casablanca became a crucial logistical hub in the
fight against germany and the site of roosevelt and churchill s demand for unconditional surrender rife with rogue soldiers
power grabs and diplomatic intrigue destination casablanca is the riveting and untold story of this glamorous city
memorialized in the classic film that was rush released in 1942 to capitalize on the drama that was unfolding in north
africa at the heart of world war ii

(Beyond) Posthuman Violence: Epic Rewritings of Ethics in the Contemporary
Novel

2019-12-02

neuroscience tells us that the brain is nothing but a metaphor machine capable of extracting meaning from a chaotic
reality following agamben arendt benjamin and �i�ek a theory of violence can be established according to which violence is
a reaction on the part of the individual to the frustration generated by having her metaphor machine suppressed by the
mythic narrative of the law in opposition to mythic violence benjamin posits the justice of divine violence divine justice is an
excess of life the very uniqueness of the metaphor machine the individual is affected by a difficulty to communicate her
metaphor machine to the other as if it were inexpressible this work explores how the characters in the works of david
foster wallace cormac maccarthy j g ballard bret easton ellis chuck palahniuk william gibson neal stephenson maurice g
dantec and china mieville suffer from these limits of language and the constrictions of the law through violence they look
for their individual voice intended as their will to say the pure taking place of language agamben in their struggle to be
heard these characters are however deaf to the voice of the other there is a need for a new ethics of narratives expressed
through an epic of the voice founded on the will to listen along the lines of the concept of the posthuman theorized by rosi
braidotti here subjectivity is a process of constant autopoiesis dependent on the relationship the individual has with the
other and the environment around her that is in the reciprocal will to say and will to listen human beings can meet in the
taking place of language in the place before the suppressive language of the law is even born in a meeting of voices

Sweet Romantic Nights

2021-05-30

forget the day s problems and dive into this delectable set of seven stories by award winning and bestselling authors
season your sweet romances with a sprinkle of suspense a cup of humor and just the right amount of aww factor to keep
you reading through the night sweet romantic nights another great set from the authors billboard a limited release boxed
set rachelle ayala christmas lovebirds can two little lovebirds and christmas cheer open melisa s heart to giving rob
another chance dani haviland lost the time travel romance that started it all lost the epic time travel romance and the
story of how it changed lives in the 21st century susan jean ricci a sweet snafu there s never a dull moment with these
two characters from dinosaurs and cherry stems nancy radke christmas on cougar mountain was this woman scamming him
or was she the lifeline he needed stacy eaton tangled in tinsel when an unexpected visitor shows up at casey s house a few
days before christmas her future and past collide j l campbell cupid s gift two single parents have their lives turned inside
out by the antics of a four footed ball of fluff named maddox denise devine run from the night a strange encounter on a
country trail a body bag and a relentless stalker julie stark was in the wrong place at the wrong time and now she s
running for her life

The Bloomsbury Handbook to Edwidge Danticat

2021-01-28

edwidge danticat s prolific body of work has established her as one of the most important voices in 21st century literary
culture across such novels as breath eyes memory farming the bones and short story collections such as krik krak and
most recently everything inside essays and writing for children the haitian american writer has throughout her oeuvre
tackled important contemporary themes including racism imperialism anti immigrant politics and sexual violence with



chapters written by leading and emerging international scholars this is the most up to date and in depth reference guide to
21st century scholarship on edwidge danticat s work the bloomsbury handbook to edwidge danticat covers such topics
as the full range of danticat s writing from her novels and short stories to essays life writing and writing for children
and young adults major interdisciplinary scholarly perspectives including from establishing fields fields of literary studies
caribbean studies political science latin american studies feminist and gender studies african diaspora studies and emerging
fields such as environmental studies danticat s literary sources and influences from haitian authors such as marie
chauvet jacques roumain and jacques st�phen alexis to african american authors like zora neale hurston toni morrison
and caribbean american writers audre lorde to paule marshall known and unknown historical moments in experiences of
slavery and imperialism the consequence of internal and external migration and the formation of diasporic communities the
book also includes a comprehensive bibliography of danticat s work and key works of secondary criticism and an interview
with the author as well as and essays by danticat herself

Nehru’s Bandung

2024-05-31

this book sheds light on a neglected aspect of india s cold war diplomacy starting with the role of indian prime minister
jawaharlal nehru and his congress government in organising the first asian african conference in bandung in april 1955
andrea benvenuti shows how in the early cold war nehru seized the opportunity accorded by the conference to transcend
growing international tensions and pursue an alternative vision a neutralised asian area of peace underpinned by a code of
conduct based on the five principles of peaceful coexistence relying on indian western and chinese archival sources nehru s
bandung focuses on the policy concerns and calculations as well as the international factors that drove a sceptical
nehru to support indonesia s diplomatic push for such a gathering it reveals how in nehru s estimation bandung also served
a further important purpose securing china s commitment to peaceful coexistence without which stability in asia would be
illusory nehru s support for an asian african conference did not derive from an emotional commitment to afro asian
internationalism instead it stemmed from a desire to promote a third way in an increasingly polarised world and to forge a
stable regional order one that would enhance india s external security and domestic prosperity

Nothing Ever Dies

2016-04-05

nothing ever dies viet thanh nguyen writes all wars are fought twice the first time on the battlefield the second time in
memory from the author of the bestselling novel the sympathizer comes a searching exploration of a conflict that lives on
in the collective memory of both the americans and the vietnamese

America Ascendant

2015-11-03

america is poised to lead the 21st century as it led the 20th that will happen because the country is at a tipping point in
the battle for its own renewal a renewal that will allow america to be exceptional again our economy is on the move
fueled by revolutions in energy immigration innovation big data and advanced manufacturing america s energy independence
has set off shockwaves just as important are the social transformations that are making the country ever more racially
and culturally diverse younger a home to immigrants and the metropolitan centers that foster a rising economic and
cultural dynamism while most other countries struggle profoundly with immigration and religious and racial differences
america s on a path to multicultural identity those revolutions in the economy society and culture and are also
producing a new american majority that embraces new values and new politics republicans are waging a counter
revolution and that is why america looks gridlocked and why the country is turning to democrats to take on the country
s growing challenges the economic and social transformations leave people struggling to earn enough and reach the middle
class families are under stress government is corrupted by big money the american public is demanding the country address
the dark side of our progress and reforms are starting to happen that is why democrats will get to lead an era of reform
and renewal comparable to the progressive era that mitigated the excesses of the industrial revolution in this incisive
book expert strategist greenberg draws on years of research and polling to illuminate how america is far from being
gridlocked and he articulates a powerful vision of how american politics and america can be renewed

The Power of the Word

2015-06-18

this book brings together twelve authors who look at the concept of the word from several different perspectives
inspiring in the reader a sense of wonder to think of the lowly word which we toss away in yesterday s newspaper which
we ignore on street signs which we utter without giving a thought to the consequences of the power carried by the word
moving from a psycholinguist explanation of the acquisition of language the volume presents the function of the word in



bad jokes in

A Poetics of Arabic Autobiography

2020-02-27

this book examines the poetics of autobiographical masterpieces written in arabic by leila abouzeid hanan al shaykh samuel
shimon abd al rahman munif salim barakat mohamed choukri and hanna abu hanna these literary works articulate the life
story of each author in ways that undermine the expectation that the self the auto of autobiography would be the
dominant narrative focus although every autobiography naturally includes and relates to others to one degree or
another these autobiographies tend to foreground other characters voices places and texts to the extent that at times
it appears as though the autobiographical subject has dropped out of sight even to the point of raising the question is
this an autobiography these are indeed autobiographies sheetrit argues albeit articulating the story of the self in
unconventional ways sheetrit offers in depth literary studies that expose each text s distinct strategy for life narrative
crucial to this book s approach is the innovative theoretical foundation of relational autobiography that reveals the
grounding of the self within the collective not as symbolic of it this framework exposes the intersection of the story of
the autobiographical subject with the stories of others and the tensions between personal and communal discourse
relational strategies for self representation expose a movement between two seemingly opposing desires the desire to
separate and dissociate from others and the desire to engage and integrate within a particular relationship community
culture or milieu this interplay between disentangling and conscious entangling constitutes the leitmotif that unites the
studies in this book

The New Spymasters

2015-06-04

the new spymasters by stephen grey inside espionage from the cold war to al qaeda in this era of email intercepts and drone
strikes many believe that the spy is dead what use are double agents and dead letter boxes compared to the all seeing
digital eye they couldn t be more wrong the spying game is changing but the need for walking talking sources who gather
secret information has never been more acute and they are still out there in this searing modern history of espionage stephen
grey takes us from the cia s cold war legends to the agents who betrayed the ira through to the spooks inside al qaeda
and isis techniques and technologies have evolved but the old motivations for betrayal patriotism greed revenge
compromise endure this is a revealing story of how spycraft and the human factor survive against the odds based on years
of research and interviews with hundreds of secret sources many of the stories in the book have never been fully told the
new spymasters will appeal to fans of john le carre jason bourne and ben macintyre stephen grey is a british writer
broadcaster and investigative reporter with over two decades of experience of reporting on intelligence issues he is best
known for his world exclusive revelations about the cia s program of extraordinary rendition as well as reports from
iraq and afghanistan a former foreign correspondent and investigations editor with the sunday times he has reported for
the new york times guardian bbc and channel 4 and is currently a special correspondent with reuters grey is the author of
ghost plane 2007 on the cia and operation snakebite 2009 about the war in helmand afghanistan

Threat Communication and the US Order after 9/11

2020-10-07

this volume investigates the perception of threat with particular regard to the roles functions and agencies of various
types of media with a focus on the profound impact of the terrorist attacks on september 11 2001 on the us american
political social and cultural order the chapters reach from the early days after the attacks up to the 2016 election of
donald j trump an international team of contributors analyze how the perceived threats and their subsequent
representations changed during this period and what part different forms of media media institutions media technologies and
media formats played within these transformations media theoretical perspectives are thus combined with historical
approaches to examine the re ordering of the nation the state and society proposed in an increasingly converging
multimodal and networked media environment this book s focus on the interrelation between media studies cultural studies
and american studies makes it an indispensable landmark for fields such as historical research media theory narratology
and popular culture studies

Symbolic Universes in Time of (Post)Crisis

2019-06-18

this book investigates whether how and where the cultural milieu of european societies has changed as a result of the
socio economics crisis to do so it adopts a psycho cultural approach which views the cultural milieu as a set of
meanings placing the generalized image social actors have of themselves the world events and their relationships in the
context of the socio political and institutional environment including policies by analyzing the changes in cultural milieu



and social identity the book develops strategic and methodological guidelines for the design of post crisis policies
providing a concept of how the cultural dynamics are associated with certain individual characteristics and specific
socio economic phenomena

Get Thee to a Bakery

2021-03

get thee to a bakery is a collection of short tart essays that explore both humorous and harrowing aspects of growing
older and making sense of social technological and environmental change topics range from earworms and industrial eggs
to peaches and personal data from bug die offs to algae blooms and global warming and from beards and yoga to the
irrepressible american smile many of these essays make discursive moves into science and literature framing issues and
conflicts that resonate in contemporary american life with a conversational style distinctive voice and great comic
timing bailey entertains and surprises

Michael Jackson FAQ

2015-10-01

faq michael jackson may be the king of pop but his influence extends much further from his childhood years with the jackson
5 through his astonishing solo career he consistently broke sales records pioneered the modern music video and infused
dance into rock and pop while his life story has been well chronicled michael jackson faq explores the stories behind his
achievements did he play any instruments how much of his own music did he compose who were his greatest influences in both
music and dance his art is his legacy and michael jackson faq takes an in depth look at jackson s work with the jackson 5
and the jacksons in addition to his solo catalog learn why current artists such as justin timberlake lady gaga justin
bieber and countless boy bands still emulate his sound look and showmanship questions are tackled such as whether off
the wall or thriller better stands the test of time from his childhood in gary indiana through the posthumous albums this
book covers lesser known but important stories such as how jackson influenced disco and hip hop how his singing style
transitioned from childhood to adulthood and how he learned to moonwalk

Sharing the Burden of Stories from the Tutsi Genocide

2020-04-23

this book deals with literary representations of the genocide of the tutsis in rwanda the focus is a transnational
polyphonic writing project entitled rwanda �crire par devoir de m�moire rwanda writing by duty of memory undertaken in
1998 by a group of nine african authors this work emphasizes the afropolitan cultural frame in which the texts were
conceived and written instead of using western and eurocentric tropes this volume looks at a so called minority trauma
an african conflict situated in a collectivist society and written about by writers from african origin this approach
enables a more situated study in which it becomes possible to draw out the local notions of ubuntu oral testimonies
mourning traditions healing and storytelling strategies and the presence of the invisible as these texts are written in
french and to date not all of them have been translated into english most academic research has been done in french this
book thus assists in connecting english speaking readers not only to a set of texts written in french with significant
literary and cultural value but also to francophone trauma studies research

New Media Futures

2018-04-15

trailblazing women working in digital arts media and education established the midwest as an international center for the
artistic and digital revolution in the 1980s and beyond foundational events at the university of illinois and the school
of the art institute of chicago created an authentic community driven atmosphere of creative expression innovation and
interdisciplinary collaboration that crossed gender lines and introduced artistically informed approaches to advanced
research interweaving historical research with interviews and full color illustrations new media futures captures the
spirit and contributions of twenty two women working within emergent media as diverse as digital games virtual reality
medicine supercomputing visualization and browser based art the editors and contributors give voice as creators integral
to the development of these new media and place their works at the forefront of social change and artistic inquiry what
emerges is the dramatic story of how these midwestern explorations in the digital arts produced a web of fascinating
relationships these fruitful collaborations helped usher in the digital age that propelled social media contributors
carolina cruz niera collen bushell nan goggin mary rasmussen dana plepys maxine brown martyl langsdorf joan
truckenbrod barbara sykes dietz abina manning annette barbier margaret dolinsky tiffany holmes claudia hart brenda laurel
copper giloth jane veeder sally rosenthal and lucy petrovic



Why I Don't Write Like Franz Kafka

2002

nearly 25 years later fc2 is proud to reissue this classic collection of short fiction by william s wilson that seems even
more relevant today

The Renaissance Discovery of Violence, from Boccaccio to Shakespeare

2021-11-16

many have wondered why the works of shakespeare and other early modern writers are so filled with violence with murder
and mayhem this work explains how and why putting the literature of the european renaissance in the context of the
history of violence personal violence was on the decline in europe beginning in the fifteenth century but warfare became
much deadlier and the stakes of war became much higher as the new nation states vied for hegemony and the new world
became a target of a shattering invasion there are times when renaissance writers seem to celebrate violence but more
commonly they anatomized it and were inclined to focus on victims as well as warriors on the horrors of violence as well
as the need for force to protect national security and justice in renaissance writing violence has lost its innocence

Empress of the Nile

2023-02-28

new york times book review editors choice the remarkable story of the intrepid french archaeologist who led the
international effort to save ancient egyptian temples from the floodwaters of the aswan dam by the new york times
bestselling author of madame fourcade s secret war a female version of the indiana jones story christiane desroches
noblecourt was a daredevil whose real life antics put hollywood fiction to shame the guardian in the 1960s the world s
attention was focused on a nail biting race against time the international campaign to save a dozen ancient egyptian
temples from drowning in the floodwaters of the gigantic new aswan high dam but the coverage of this unprecedented
rescue effort completely overlooked the daring french archaeologist who made it all happen without the intervention of
christiane desroches noblecourt the temples including the temple of dendur now at new york s metropolitan museum of art
would currently be at the bottom of a vast reservoir it was an unimaginably complex project that required the fragile
sandstone temples to be dismantled and rebuilt on higher ground willful and determined desroches noblecourt refused to be
cowed by anyone or anything as a member of the french resistance in world war ii she survived imprisonment by the nazis in
her fight to save the temples she defied two of the most daunting leaders of the postwar world egypt s president abdel
nasser and france s president charles de gaulle as she told one reporter you don t get anywhere without a fight you know
desroches noblecourt also received help from a surprising source jacqueline kennedy america s new first lady persuaded her
husband to help fund the rescue effort after a century and a half of western plunder of egypt s ancient monuments
desroches noblecourt helped instead to preserve a crucial part of that cultural heritage

Creative Writing

2022-11-10

creative writing a workbook with readings provides a complete creative writing course from ways to jump start your
writing and inspire your creativity right through to presenting your work to agents and publishers it covers the genres of
fiction poetry and life writing including autobiography biography and travel writing combining discussions of technique
with readings and exercises to guide you step by step towards becoming more adept at creative writing the second edition
has been updated and in large part newly written with readings by a diverse group of contemporary authors displaying a
variety of styles and approaches each chapter also features an array of inspiring writing exercises enabling you to
experiment with different methods and discover your strengths above all creative writing a workbook with readings will
help you to develop your abilities while nurturing your individual voice as a writer

Writing the Lost Generation

2010-11

members of the lost generation american writers and artists who lived in paris during the 1920s continue to occupy an
important place in our literary history rebelling against increased commercialism and the ebb of cosmopolitan society in
early twentieth century america they rejected the culture of what ernest hemingway called a place of broad lawns and
narrow minds much of what we know about these iconic literary figures comes from their own published letters and essays
revealing how adroitly they developed their own reputations by controlling the reception of their work surprisingly the
literary world has paid less attention to their autobiographies in writing the lost generation craig monk unlocks a series



of neglected texts while reinvigorating our reading of more familiar ones well known autobiographies by malcolm cowley
ernest hemingway and gertrude stein are joined here by works from a variety of lesser known but still important expatriate
american writers including sylvia beach alfred kreymborg samuel putnam and harold stearns by bringing together the self
reflective works of the lost generation and probing the ways the writers portrayed themselves monk provides an exciting
and comprehensive overview of modernist expatriates from the united states

The Best American Short Stories ... and the Yearbook of the American Short
Story

1977

presents twenty of the best works of short fiction of the past year from a variety of acclaimed sources

The Best American Short Stories 2011

2011

until the twentieth century art history was in the main written by white men who tended to write about other white men
the idea that women in the west have always made art was rarely cited as a possibility yet they have and of course
continue to do so often against tremendous odds from laws and religion to the pressures of family and public disapproval
in the mirror and the palette jennifer higgie introduces us to a cross section of women artists who embody the fact that
there is more than one way to understand our planet more than one way to live in it and more than one way to make art
about it spanning 500 years biography and cultural history intertwine in a narrative packed with tales of rebellion
adventure revolution travel and tragedy enacted by women who turned their back on convention and lived lives of great
resilience creativity and bravery this is a dazzlingly original and ambitious book by one of the most well respected art
critics at work today

The Mirror and the Palette

2021-03-30

the wisdom and power of the cross is the fifth and final entry in richard viladesau s well regarded series on the theology
of the cross from the historical crucifixion of jesus to the present day continuing his analysis of theological history
through cultural contexts this volume correlates theoretical approaches with artistic representations showing the
relation of theoretical to imaginative approaches the wisdom and power of the cross examines modern and contemporary
thought and images which look at the cross in the light of modern historical and scriptural studies science and the
novelties of modern and post modern art and music viladesau here considers how the passion of christ has been thought
about by theologians and portrayed by artists in the modern world contemporary art and music reveal the lasting power
of traditional images of the passion as well as new possibilities for expression the wisdom and power of the cross surveys
both traditional approaches to soteriology and revisionist theologies that take up the challenge of the meaning of the
cross today in light of critical historical studies and modern science providing new understandings of traditional
concepts like original sin and redemption through his in depth exploration of the interweaving of aesthetic and conceptual
theology viladesau once more deepens our understanding of the foremost symbol of christianity and its role in salvation
history

The Wisdom and Power of the Cross

2020-09-17

was there a meaningful stellar sign over bethlehem what did it look like to someone looking up at the night sky did wise men
really come from the east seeking israel s messiah sometime after the birth of jesus the biblical account of the wise men and
the star that announced the coming of the messiah of israel has inspired and puzzled people for two millennia important
aspects of babylonian astronomy seem to be involved in understanding the star s appearing but in addition the lion led the
way also explores the men and events from a profoundly jewish perspective the traditional jewish names of stars and
planets jewish symbols as well as jewish dates all seem to be keys to unlocking the mystery of the famous star the star
of bethlehem was not the brightest of the heavenly lights nor was it the most spectacular starry manifestation of all
time however it was part of the most meaningful set of celestial events in human history the god of israel is surprising his
ways are not our ways his thoughts are not our thoughts the star gives us a concrete example of god s intervention in
the universe book website star of bethlehem info



The Lion Led the Way

2021-07-07

this book tells the stories of twenty five women from the dawn of civilization to the present day who bent the arc of
history by what they did at the defining moment in their lives at this critical juncture they had a choice taking the safe or
least risky option or challenging the status quo they wielded the sword seized political power or challenged societal
norms and laws and transformed society contrary to all cultural dictates some women were virtual saints others were
more ruthless than any man of their age one even instituted the first police state in history these women all faced
enormous odds the social norms of their time were so pervasive and insular that every touchpoint in society bullied them
as social media bullies women today especially those who dare to be different not for difference s sake but to make a
difference in their brief time on this planet to the woman they responded to challenges setbacks and disappointments by
redoubling their efforts we can learn from and be inspired by their lives and their grit and their mistakes to read their
stories is to see ourselves anew

Warrior, Queen, Scientist, Activist

2024-03-12

a warm and surprisingly real life biography featuring never before seen photos of one of rock s greatest talents prince neal
karlen was the only journalist prince granted in depth press interviews to for over a dozen years from before purple rain to
when the artist changed his name to an unpronounceable glyph karlen interviewed prince for three rolling stone cover
stories wrote 3 chains o gold prince s rock video opera as well as the star s last testament which may be buried with
prince s will underneath prince s vast and private compound paisley park according to prince s former fianc�e susannah
melvoin karlen was the only reporter who made prince sound like what he really sounded like karlen quit writing about
prince a quarter century before the mega star died but he never quit prince and the two remained friends for the last thirty
one years of the superstar s life well before they met as writer and subject prince and karlen knew each other as two of
the gang of kids who biked around minneapolis s mostly segregated northside they played basketball at the dairy queen
next door to karlen s grandparents two blocks from the budding musician he asserts that prince can t be understood
without first understanding 70s minneapolis and that even prince s best friends knew only 15 percent of him that was all
he was willing and able to give no matter how much he cared for them going back to prince rogers nelson s roots
especially his contradictory often tortured and sometimes violent relationship with his father this thing called life
profoundly changes what we know about prince and explains him as no biography has a superstar who calls in the middle
of the night to talk who loved the wire and could quote from every episode of the office who frequented libraries and
jammed spontaneously for local crowds and fed everyone pancakes afterward who was lonely but craved being alone
readers will drive around minneapolis with prince in a convertible talk about movies and music and life and watch as he
tries not to curse instead dishing a healthy dose of mamma jammas

This Thing Called Life

2020-10-06

an ocean of wonder the fantastic in the pacific brings together fifty writers and artists from across moananui�kea
working in myriad genres across media ranging from oral narratives and traditional wonder tales to creative writing as
well as visual artwork and scholarly essays collectively this anthology features the fantastic as present day
indigenous pacific world building that looks to the past in creating alternative futures and in so doing reimagines
relationships between peoples environments deities nonhuman relatives history dreams and storytelling wonder is activated
by curiosity humility in the face of mystery and engagement with possibilities we see wonder and the fantastic as general
modes of expression that are not confined to realism as such the fantastic encompasses fantasy science fiction magic
realism fabulation horror fairy tale utopia dystopia and speculative fiction we include black feminist and queer futurisms
indigenous wonderworks hawaiian moʻolelo kamahaʻo and moʻolelo �iwaiwa s�moan f�gogo and other non mimetic genres
from specific cultures because we recognize that their refusal to adopt restrictive euro american definitions of reality is
what inspires and enables the fantastic to flourish as artistic intellectual and culturally based expressions that encode
and embody indigenous knowledge the multimodal moʻolelo in this collection upend monolithic often exoticizing and
demeaning stereotypes of the pacific and situate themselves in conversation with critical understandings of the global
fantastic indigenous futurities social justice and decolonial and activist storytelling in this collection oceanic ideas and
images surround and connect to hawaiʻi which is for the three coeditors a piko center at the same time navigating both
juxtaposition and association the collection seeks to articulate pilina relationships across genres locations time and
media and to celebrate the multiplicity and relationality of the fantastic in oceania

An Ocean of Wonder

2024-04-30



religion in the anthropocene charts a new direction in humanities scholarship through serious engagement with the
geopolitical concept of the anthropocene drawing on religious studies theology social science history philosophy and
what can be broadly termed as environmental humanities this collection represents a groundbreaking critical analysis of
diverse narratives on the anthropocene the contributors to this volume recognize that the anthropocene began as a
geological concept the age of the humans but that its implications are much wider than this does the anthropocene idea
challenge the possibility of a sacred nature or is it a secularized theological anthropology more properly dealt with
through traditional concepts from roman catholic social teaching on human ecology not all contributors to this
volume agree about the answers to these and many more different questions readers will be challenged provoked and
stimulated by this book

Religion in the Anthropocene

2018-01-01

in a series of essays linked by his examination into key areas of spiritual growth fr jacques philippe develops themes relating
to prayer freedom the holy eucharist and man s constant struggle for contentment amid the stresses of everyday life
through spiritual insights of amazing women of the church etty hillesum th�r�se of lisieux and teresa of avila fr jacque s
essays examine topics such as why look for interior peace knowing god through mary touching god through prayer the
theological virtues and the eucharist

Fire & Light

2017-01-01
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